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MoPS — Museum
of Parasites

Envisioning a parasitological research centre
as an educational and tourism destination in a
region virtually bereft of parasitic infestation, MoPS
is positioned as a stimulating and fun scientific
learning centre with a mission to raise public
awareness of the threat of parasitic diseases on the
Scandinavian horizon.
MoPS displays the beautiful and the bizarre
of the parasite world as a way to communicate to
the public insightful and actionable information
to fight off and minimise parasitic diseases and
plagues. Approachable visuals are paramount to
balance out the repulsive subject matter, thus,
the monochromatic electric blue and geometric
typeface were chosen.
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Saint Tropico

Branding and packaging concept for a smallbatch gin distillery and bar based in the Hebrides,
Saint Tropico. Inspired by the magical and pristine
surroundings of the Hebrides and the refreshing
breeze of the Caribbean, Saint Tropico’s brand
identity marries the Celtic roots of Hebridean
islands with the lively culture and landscapes of
Caribbean islands’s Curaçao, creating a divine
yet delightful visuals.
The packaging design also extends to the
creation of ready-to-drink gin and tonic in the
form of tin. The colours and shapes are inspired
by the vibrant Dutch colonial architecture found
in the capital city of Curaçao, Willemstad.
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Spellbinder
Magazine

Exploring the idea of the balance between magical
thinking and rational thinking, Spellbinder is meant
to rediscover an age of enlightenment—only this
time, a mystical one, where the things outside the
boundary of reality are acknowledged.
Featuring two different thematic parts: rational
part and magical part, Spellbinder aims to break the
disrepute of magic in modern society encourage
the readers to harness the power magical thinking
and balance it with rationality. A promotional
desktop web game exploring the positive aspect of
magical thinking was also created to exercise the
concept of magical thinking in the magazine.
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Overlook Film
Festival

The Overlook Film Festival is a celebration of all
things horror held in the “most haunted” city in
America, New Orleans. The festival offers unique
immersive and virtual experiences that will have
the attendees question the reality of horror beyond
screen. The theme of the festival explores the
idea of a haunted house as a place of thrill and
fear and the contrasts between two opposing but
coexisting forces in horror: evil and good.
The main colours used are red which signifies
the “dread” and the contrasting bright green
represents the glimmer of ”safety and survival”—
a typically rare occurrence in horror.
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Magnapolis

Developed with G Design Studio, Magnapolis is a
fictional high-tech paradisal city-state, branded as
a “future retirement community for today’s youth”.
Hypothetically, Magnapolis would be the world’s
first artificial intelligence-assisted living. Ease of
living is the aim of the city.
Conceptually geographically located in one
of the safest regions on earth, nature itself is the
be-all and end-all. The city’s branding is based
on its three distinctive regions; fjord land, tropical
forest and oasis. Agriculture is one of the city’s
strengths—innovative food products are its
speciality. Ambient music augments the serenity
of the nature of the city.
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Shoot, Don’t Talk!

Developed with Studio FM Milano—Shoot, Don’t Talk!
is a compendium of the visuals of Sergio Leone’s
filmography, who is arguably the most prominent
Italian western filmmaker of all time.
Covering his two iconic trilogies, the book
features the analysis of Leone’s thematic narratives
through his iconic shots and visuals. The book also
features a brief story of Leone’s unconventional
ascent to the pantheon of world’s greatest
filmmakers. Interpretative artworks of Leone’s
visuals by the author are also presented throughout
the pages to complete the visual experience. To
promote the book release, a series of out-of-home
promotions were also designed.
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